
SYLLABUS 

BBUS 502  

QUANTITATIVE METHODS AND BUSINESS STATISTICS 

 

 

Dr. Deanna M. Kennedy 

dkennedy@uwb.edu 

Office: UW1-131 

Phone: 425-352-5321 

 

Class Schedule: Mon & Wed 6:00 pm – 7:50 pm  

Office Hours: By appointment 

 

Course Description 

This course reviews descriptive statistics, exploratory data, and probability distributions. We will 

then examine the theory and methods of statistical inference, emphasizing those applications 

most useful in modeling business problems. Topics include sampling theory, estimation, 

hypothesis testing, linear regression, and analysis of variance. 

 

Text 

Business Statistics for Contemporary Decision Making (7
th

 Edition) by Black, K. Wiley 

Publishers, ISBN-10: 0470931469; ISBN-13: 978-0470931462 

 

Technology 

A scientific calculator is required. Bring it to every class. 

You will need access to a spreadsheet application for homework and case studies (e.g., Microsoft 

Excel, SPSS, Minitab, etc.) 

 

Learning Objectives 

 Understand the basic concepts of both descriptive and inferential statistics. 

 Appreciate the usefulness and limitations of inferential methods widely used in 

management analysis. 

 Demonstrate the ability to analyze data using statistical methods. 

 Demonstrate the ability to build and test explanatory models. 

 Understand how to build a case for causation based on correlational data, and appreciate 

the limitations of using correlational methods to test theories of causation. 

 Understand some common biases in interpreting statistical results (why they occur and 

how they can be prevented). 

 Be skilled at interpreting statistical results presented in professional reports and journals. 

 Be skilled at organizing and presenting statistical information in a format that will 

facilitate informed management judgments. 

 

 

 

 

  



Grading 

Final grades will be based on the following: 

 

Stats Report    10% 

Case Discussion Participation  20% 

Case Write-ups   20% 

Midterm    25% 

Final Exam    25% 

 

Grades from the percentage scale are converted to the standard UW 4.0 grading scale as follows: 

95% and above = 4.0 GPA; from 94% to 62% there is a linear relationship between percentages 

and GPA scores such that 94% = 3.9 GPA; 82% = 2.7 GPA; 62% = 0.70 GPA. All grades below 

62% receive a 0.0 GPA. For more information visit the UW grading scale for graduate students 

at http://www.washington.edu/students/gencat/front/Grading_Sys.html) 

 

All written assignments must be electronically submitted to our class Canvas website under the 

appropriate assignment location by the beginning of class. If you cannot find the submission site 

– email your submission to the instructor. Any submissions after class starts will not be graded. 

 

Appeals on any graded assignments should be summarized in and sent via email to the instructor. 

Appeals must be filed within 1 week after the graded item has been returned to you. 

 

The use of laptop/notebook computers is allowed for note-taking and practicing calculations. 

However, they can be very distracting to other students, and are often not being used for 

purposes related to class. As such, if you want to use a computer to take notes during class, you 

must send me (via email) a copy of the notes that you took in class that day within one hour of 

the end of each class. Failure to do so will reduce your final grade by up to 4%. 

 

Stats Report 

Prepare a critical evaluation of a current affairs article that contains statistics or statistical 

analysis (300-500 words + graphics). The article should have been published within the last 6 

months and come from the Seattle Times, Wall Street Journal, BusinessWeek, FastCompany, or 

The Economist. Other sources must be approved by the instructor. The write up will take the 

form of a blog post at http://statsbbus502.blogspot.com/ or, you can submit it offline to the 

instructor. For examples, please see the previous year’s posts at uwb-lmba-

stats2013.blogspot.com.  

You will also be required to comment on at least 3 blog entries (may include responding to 

comments on your own post). Comments must have relevant and meaningful content. 

 

Last name  Due Date 

A-H  Sunday 11/2 

I-M  Sunday 11/9 

N-R  Sunday 11/16 

S-Z  Sunday 11/23 

*If a different deadline works better for you, find someone with that due date and swap with 

them, send the professor and email confirming the change.  

http://statsbbus502.blogspot.com/


Cases 

The cases can be found on the Harvard Business School Publishing website. Students must use 

this unique link to access this coursepack at the discounted student rate: 

https://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/29573452 

Cases are graded on two fronts – first for your analysis submissions, second for in class 

discussion participation. See case handout for information. 

Exams:  

All exams will be held in class. A pen/pencil, calculator (no cell phones), and 1 page of notes 

front and back are allowed during exams. The best way to study for the exams is to complete and 

review the non-graded homework. 

 

Incompletes: University rules state that “an incomplete is given only when the student has been 

in attendance and has done satisfactory work until within two weeks at the end of the quarter and 

has furnished proof satisfactory to the instructor that the work cannot be completed because of 

illness or other circumstances beyond the student’s control.” 

 

Academic Integrity: Written or other work which a student submits must be the product of 

her/his own efforts.  Plagiarism, cheating and other forms of academic dishonesty, including 

dishonesty involving computer technology, are prohibited.  

http://www.bothell.washington.edu/students/policies/integrity.html  

 

Access and Accommodations:  Your experience in this class is important to us, and it is the 

policy and practice of the University of Washington to create inclusive and accessible learning 

environments consistent with federal and state law. If you experience barriers based on 

disability, please seek a meeting with DRS to discuss and address them. If you have already 

established accommodations with DRS, please communicate your approved accommodations to 

your instructor at your earliest convenience so we can discuss your needs in this course. 

Disability Resources for Students (DRS) offers resources and coordinates reasonable 

accommodations for students with disabilities.  Reasonable accommodations are established 

through an interactive process between you, your instructor(s) and DRS.  If you have not yet 

established services through DRS, but have a temporary or permanent disability that requires 

accommodations (this can include but not limited to; mental health, attention-related, learning, 

vision, hearing, physical or health impacts), you are welcome to contact DRS at 425.352.5307 

rlundborg@uwb.edu. 

 

Other Resources 

 Quantitative Skills Center (QSC). Their objective is “to assist students with 

understanding quantitative concepts through a peer tutoring model in order for students to 

enhance their independent learning processes and to help ease math anxiety.” The QSC 

has office hours at the Bothell campus as well as online tutoring available by calling 425-

352-3170. For more information see http://www.uwb.edu/qsc 

 Writing Center. For help with all writing assignments, reports, and presentations, you 

may contact the writing center located in UW2, room 124.You can contact them by 

phone at 425-352-5253 or by email at uwbwrite@uwb.edu. For more information see 

http://www.uwb.edu/writingcenter   

https://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/access/29573452

